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Abstract—The Residential Gateway (RGW) is a key device,
located in the customer premises, standing between the home
network and the access network. It imposes a considerable cost
for the operator and constitutes a single point of failure for all
the services offered to residential customers – such as Internet
access, Voice over IP, IPTV and Video-on-Demand.

RGW virtualization promises to tackle these issues, but its
success has been hampered by scalability and implementation
restrictions. However, developments such as the rise of Software-
Defined Networking and Network Function Virtualization tech-
nologies, together with the evolution of the access network,
namely through the deployment of Fiber-To-The-Premises ac-
cesses, have finally enabled RGW virtualization in an unprece-
dented scale.

In this paper we revisit the virtual RGW concept, considering
its evolution up to the most recent proposals as well as future
challenges and developments.

I. INTRODUCTION

The evolution of the access network infrastructures, with
the broad deployment of Fiber-To-The-Premises (FTTx) and
Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification (DOCSIS)
technologies, has brought considerable performance benefits,
opening up new opportunities for operators to rethink their
role and move towards converged service delivery models
(e.g., n-Play services). Residential Gateways (RGWs) play an
important part in this model, being deployed at the customer
premises to connect the home network to the operators net-
work. These devices provide services such as DNS (Domain
Name System), DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Proto-
col), NAT (Network Address Translation), firewall, URL filter-
ing, Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) server, routing,
wired and wireless connectivity. They also support services
such as IPTV (e.g., via Internet Group Management Protocol
proxying [1]), VCI/VLAN (Virtual Channel Identifier/Virtual
LAN) management and SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) gate-
ways [2] and/or user agents (for integrated analog telephone
interfaces), among other functions [3][4].

The RGW service footprint and complexity have increased
over time, resulting in increased costs for the operator both
in terms of deployment and maintenance. This cost increase
is amplified by the scale factor (one RGW per customer),
representing a considerable investment [5][6]. Furthermore,
device diversity (vendor, model and even firmware version)
and hardware obsolescence further increase management costs
and create an obstacle to the quick introduction of new func-
tionalities on the RGW. In the limit, introducing new services
may require massive RGW replacement programs whose costs
surpass the projected return from those new services.
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With the rise of cloud computing and the virtualization
paradigms, together with the evolution of the access net-
work role and supporting infrastructure, RGWs are slowly
becoming an anachronism that mostly embodies the legacy
access network model. In this perspective, virtualizing the
RGW appears as an interesting solution, leading to substantial
research efforts. Several operators, equipment vendors and
academics have proposed virtual RGW (vRGW) frameworks,
each of them with its own specific characteristics, regarding
the location of computing resources, the architectural aspects
of the virtualized solution or the connection between the home
environment and the virtualized components. However, these
first approaches suffered from several shortcomings, due to
issues such as the need to encapsulate customer data circuits up
to the vRGW hosting data center in a scalable way, or because
of the increased infrastructure complexity. More recently, the
introduction of technologies such as Software Defined Net-
working (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
have enabled more satisfactory vRGW framework approaches,
tackling many of the limitations that hampered their wide
acceptance in the past.

In this paper we provide a state-of-art analysis on RGW
virtualization and overview key existing proposals and possible
evolution paths. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 discusses the rationale behind the vRGW
concept, as well as its first implementation attempts. Section 3
discusses how the concepts of SDN and NFV became instru-
mental for the latest evolution of the vRGW concept. Current
vRGW developments and proposals, including those from the
European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) and
Broadband Forum’s (BBF), are presented in Section 4. Section
5 discusses current performance optimizations focusing on
networks, virtualization nodes, and their integration. It also
addresses standardization efforts. Section 6 provides a wrap-
up discussion and Section 7 concludes the paper.t

II. LAYING THE VRGW FOUNDATIONS

This section presents the rationale for the vRGW concept,
starting with a discussion of the problems of the conventional
RGW. Next, it delves into an analysis of the initial proposals
for virtualizing devices or functionalities, which paved the way
for the creation and definition of the vRGW concept.

A. The case for the vRGW

Expansion of high-speed broadband access networks and
increased coverage in terms of connected households were
instrumental to enable converged n-play offers and cloud-
based added-value services, which are displacing traditional
communication and service delivery models to give place
to an everything-over-IP approach [7][8]. Consequently, the



residential LAN ecosystem has evolved to encompass a series
of devices such as PCs, set-top-boxes, VoIP (Voice over
IP) telephones, smartphones, media players, smart TVs and
storage devices, providing access to a diversified range of ser-
vices to broadband customers. This has progressively pushed
Telecommunications Service Provider (TSP) players towards
a service-centric model, where the RGW stands in the nexus
between the connectivity, services and customer environments.

Deployed on the customer premises, RGWs are mostly
embedded systems platforms which mediate between the home
and the operator’s access networks and whose role has not
significantly changed over time. As explained in the previous
section, the RGW is responsible for the handling of a number
of local network services.

The RGW accounts for a considerable share of the broad-
band network access service deployment costs, also constitut-
ing a single point of failure. Deployed right at the intersection
of the customer premises and the access networks, an RGW
failure may render inoperative services such as TV or fixed
telephone – especially in consolidated n-play service scenar-
ios. As such, its failure has a potential impact in terms of
logistics (due to on-site maintenance, in worst-case scenarios),
management and customer loyalty.

Also, RGWs may pose an obstacle for remote diagnostics
and troubleshooting of devices and services within the cus-
tomer premises LAN (for instance, due to NAT translation)
also constituting an obstruction for the introduction of new
services or adding features to existing ones. In fact, service
time to market is frequently dependent on the device manu-
facturer to introduce support for new services, something often
aggravated by the subsequent need to remotely perform a mass
update of already deployed RGWs – this may be impossible
at all for RGW models past the end of their lifecycle support,
or because their capabilities are too limited for the intended
purposes.

RGW model and manufacturer diversity is another problem:
it is difficult for an operator to maintain a homogeneous set of
RGWs as even a single model may have minor firmware and
hardware revisions that gradually compromise uniformity and
hamper troubleshooting and management operations. Equip-
ment diversity means that even small differences may hamper
the deployment of new services (a limited flash memory ca-
pacity for embedded firmware may limit update possibilities).
Even when they are possible, mass firmware upgrades – a
potentially troublesome operation – depend on specific model
or vendor-related procedures or the management of different
device data models (aggravated by the use of vendor-specific
extensions) and pose a significant risk.

This made the case for rethinking the RGW, in order to ease
or solve its inherent problems, streamlining its architecture in
some way or even removing it completely. In this perspective,
virtualizing the RGW comes as an interesting proposition,
by moving the bulk of its functionality from the customer
premises into the operator infrastructure.

Moving functions such as DNS cache servers, SIP gateways
and content caching mechanisms out of the RGW will reduce
its footprint, with potential benefits in terms of service man-
ageability and functionality. Moreover, network functionality

such as NAT, URL filtering, firewalling or DHCP LAN servers
could also be migrated to the operator, being hosted or co-
located in a carrier-grade infrastructure. As an example, a
DHCP server can be moved outside the RGW, eventually being
replaced by a relay agent (implementing DHCP option 82 [9]),
located in the access node (i.e., in the OLT) or in a network
bridge deployed at the customer premises.

RGW virtualization can make it possible to leave be-
hind a simple device which, in the limit, may consist of a
simple bridge (dataplane functionality) eventually equipped
with wireless capabilities [10][11]. In this streamlined device,
wireless support could be added by using conventional ra-
dio System-on-Chip components to implement a thin Access
Point (AP), with management/configuration capabilities being
ensured by a lightweight agent for remote operator access.
Potential alternatives could also be considered, such as CAP-
WAP [12], using wireless controllers virtualized in the operator
cloud or the CloudMAC proposal [13], which allows to further
decouple Wi-Fi AP capabilities, by offloading MAC frame
processing to the cloud. Regardless of the specific implemen-
tation details, it is expected that the removal of function and
service dependencies from the RGW, will potentially make it
more future-proof, regarding the introduction of new services.

The potential benefits of a Virtual RGW (vRGW) are
manifold. Some sources estimate it can reduce up to 90%
in call centre costs and up to 46% on the product return
cost [5]. Also, a financial study comparing between a physical,
a partially virtualized (hybrid) and a fully virtualized CPE [14]
demonstrated that virtualization provides an economic benefit
for TSPs, which increases along with the number of virtualized
functions. In a vRGW scenario, having hardware requirements
for new services is no longer a problem since the gateways
are software components without a physical dependency to the
underlying hardware supporting them. Moreover, failure rates
can be lowered [15], software is easier to customize, and it is
also easier to introduce new services. However, for the vRGW
to be feasible, certain requirements must be satisfied [16][17]:

• Scalability. vRGW streamlining and optimization are
required, in order to handle the hundreds of thousands or
even millions of instances typically required by a single
TSP [17][18].

• Management and orchestration. For operators, increased
service coordination challenges will result from func-
tional dispersion, lifecycle management, resource orches-
tration, or integration of existing Operations Support
Systems and Business Support Systems (OSS/BSS)1.
Moreover, users are reluctant to relinquish control of the
old RGW functionalities, requiring some sort of ”shared
management” compromise to ease the transition.

• Resiliency and continuity. The decoupling of functional
and physical components enabled by vRGWs poses sig-
nificant challenges in terms of service continuity and
reliability, introducing additional potential points of fail-

1In a telco environment, the OSS are the components that operate the back-
office of the telco network, including provisioning and maintaining customer
services. The BSS are responsible for maintaining the front-office services,
such as billing, customer relationship and call centre operations.



ure and requiring infrastructures to be designed from the
ground up to limit the impact of disruptive events.

• Security. The evolution to a virtualized paradigm provides
an opportunity to improve customer and infrastructure
security. However, it can also expose TSPs and/or cus-
tomers to threats which did not exist in the legacy model,
therefore requiring extra care to ensure that the security
is not compromised.

• Service dynamics and elasticity. To cope with the dynam-
ics of the applications and services, vRGW deployments
require efficient orchestration and resource elasticity (es-
pecially for computing and networking resources), in
order to scale as needed.

• Component portability. This is important for two reasons.
First, it allows moving software functions across different
data centers in an easier manner. Second, it eases the
introduction or replacement of third-party components
over time, thus enabling true vendor-independence.

• Coexistence. Compatibility of virtualized and legacy in-
frastructure components must be guaranteed, to ensure a
smooth migration path.

• Energy efficiency. Energy efficiency planing and design
targets must attempt to balance the consolidation benefits
with the added expense of moving the RGW functional-
ities to the TSP infrastructure.

• Improved Quality of Experience (QoE). Operators must
ensure end-users are able to experience QoE benefits
from a vRGW migration, both by improving existing
services and through the introduction of new, value-added
services.

• Optimization of Value-Added Service (VAS) delivery.
vRGW migration must ease the introduction of new VAS
for end-users (e.g., via a self-care portal). Also, resource
consolidation and sharing can contribute to reduce VAS
operation and maintenance overhead, which can have a
positive impact on operational expenditure (OPEX).

If satisfied, these requirements can potentially turn the
vRGW into a source of potential benefits in terms of capital
expenditure (CAPEX), OPEX and flexibility, pushing the
RGW into the service-centric era.

B. vRGW: the First Steps
The first attempts at virtualizing some of the RGW functions

started with generic network router devices: [19] and [20]
proposed a solution using hypervisor-hosted virtual machine
(VM) [21], together with the click modular router and XORP
extensible router platforms; [22] studied virtual router mi-
gration scenarios using hypervisor hosts. The virtualization
performance overhead for network appliances is discussed in
[23] and [24], and [25] proposed implementing distributed
firewalls using virtualized security appliances. There were also
some first proposals using OSGi and virtual machines such
as [26]

In 2011, the Eurescom Project P2055 [27] studied the
issues associated with the mass virtualization of RGWs for
broadband access network environment, from an operator
standpoint. It proposed three alternative approaches to displace
the physical RGW from the customers premises:

• Moving RGW functionality to the access nodes, by
placing packet processing near the subscribers and dis-
tributing the load across several dispersed points. This
approach requires extensive hardware upgrades in the
access nodes, fragmenting resources across the network,
increasing complexity and costs.

• Integrating RGW functionality on Broadband Network
Gateways (BNG). This approach has the benefit of keep-
ing the network design unchanged, but at the expense
of requiring BNG to support mass RGW virtualization,
something that is beyond their current capabilities. This
would require the need for hardware upgrades and frag-
mentation of computing resources among BNG.

• Supported in an independent network element (NE)
within the operators network. While having the advantage
of not interfering with existing network elements, it intro-
duces a new hardware component on the infrastructure,
further increasing costs and maintenance requirements.

Physical RGW replacement was also proposed by [28],
embedding transport capabilities on the access node (OLT)
and decoupling other functionality such as AAA, DHCP and
NAT. Other approaches, such as [18], proposed introducing
vRGW line cards in the OLT (see Figure 1), also integrating
the aggregation switch and edge router functionality (Huawei’s
MA5600T OLT is such an example) [29]. This was tested on
a small scale pilot by the Spanish operator Telefónica.

Also, [30] proposes a vRGW implementation that takes
advantage of Broadband Forum’s TR-101[31] and TR-156[32]
reference frameworks for VLAN Aggregation Topologies in
digital subscriber line (DSL) and gigabit passive optical net-
work (GPON) access networks, respectively. This proposal
(see Figure 2) uses a mix of Customer (1:1) and Multi-
cast (N:1) service topologies, together with Q-in-Q VLAN
encapsulation to provide both service and customer-specific
communication channels. Client-VLAN trunks are aggregated
at the access nodes and aggregated into VLAN sub-trunks
– customer-specific VLANs are then encapsulated within
Multi Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) pseudowires at the
BNG. The MPLS core network provides circuit abstractions,
allowing the customer VLANs to reach the data centers, where
the vRGW instances are hosted.

This proposal also included a plan for progressive migration
of the vRGW from a standalone virtual machine replicating the
RGW system image (and hosted on the operator data center) to
a distributed approach, by decoupling and co-locating compo-
nents, to streamline the vRGW image footprint (see Figure 3).
To a certain extent, this approach already suggests some sort
of functional decoupling, but without detailing how integration
could be implemented, somehow anticipating a solution that
is conceptually similar to Network Function Virtualization
functional decoupling.

Limitations such as the absence of service decoupling
mechanisms, flexible infrastructure support for pushing the
customer premises boundaries towards the operator data cen-
ters, the increased complexity added to the access nodes or
even access network restrictions (such as the limit for VLAN
or Q-in-Q circuits) have ultimately shown these early vRGW
proposals to be still unfeasible for deployment in large scale
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Figure 1. OLT-integrated card-based vRGW [33]
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Figure 2. An early vRGW proposal, designed to bring the customer domain
up to the operator data center [30]

scenarios. This was aggravated by the fact that most of the
proposals practically ignored the vRGW management over-
head, opting instead to focus on proof-of-concept scenarios.
Meanwhile, developments such as SDN and NFV have the
potential to fill some of the gaps of those early proposals and
reshape the vRGW concept around more flexible and scalable
frameworks, as presented in the next two sections.

III. VRGW-ENABLING DEVELOPMENTS

The emergence of Network Function Virtualization (NFV)
and Software-Defined Networking (SDN) technologies have
prompted the industry to start developing standards and solu-
tions to incorporate their benefits within operator infrastruc-
tures, with a potentially disruptive effect. The vRGW concept
is not immune to these developments, which have rapidly
become the main drivers for its recent evolution – despite the
fact that most of the work, including specifications, is still
in its early stages. Moreover, the fog computing concept can
help optimize vRGW function placement at the edge of the
operator’s infrastructure, where they are most needed, which is
important in latency sensitive services. This section provides
an overview of NFV and SDN, also presenting several vRGW
proposals built on these technologies, with a special emphasis
on the ETSI and BroadBand Forum efforts.

A. Software Defined Networking
The term SDN (for ”Software Defined Networking”) was

first introduced in [34], referring to the OpenFlow [35] project
being developed at the Stanford University, which eventually
became one of the first SDN-enabling standards. SDN breaks
with the existing vertical integration that is characteristic of
the traditional networking model, by decoupling the control
and data planes [36] to introduce direct programmability into
the network.

In SDN, the control plane is moved away from the for-
warding elements (i.e., routers), and placed in a logically
centralized controller. This does not imply a physical con-
centration of functionality, as the controller functions can
be performed by several controller instances to improve,
for example, scalability and resilience [37]. The data plane
remains in the forwarding elements and their task becomes
focused only on traffic forwarding. These changes allow the
controller to have a broader view of the network, compared
with the narrow view that each individual device (e.g., router
or switch) has in traditional networks. The SDN paradigm
allows for easier and more flexible network management,
especially on complex scenarios [36]. Additionally, packet
forwarding is flow oriented, taking into account both origin
and destination, instead of just the destination (as generally
done in traditional packet forwarding). Flow policies are
granted by a centralized controller, which is responsible for
management of forwarding element policies – as an example,
an SDN-capable switch can be reconfigured on-the-fly over
the network, according to network service and application
needs. Furthermore, an SDN network can be abstracted into
multiple logically isolated networks, allowing multiple users
to share the network individually using SDN hypervisors [38].
As control functions are decoupled from forwarding elements
and consolidated on the SDN controller, the latter will have
a broad perspective of the network domain under its control,
contrasting with the narrow view that characterizes standalone
forwarding elements in a traditional IP network. Examples of
SDN protocols include IETF ForCES (Forwarding and Control
Element Separation) [39] and OpenFlow [35].

B. Network Function Virtualization
As network applications and service requirements scale and

evolve, both in terms of capacity and complexity, the support-
ing operator infrastructure needs to resort to specific network
management and traffic policies that cannot be provided by
the network, in order to keep up with demands. Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) [40][41][11] provides a signifi-
cant contribution to address this problem, by enabling the on-
demand creation of flexible network services though a chain-
based, composition mechanism that uses network functions
implemented in VNF (Virtualized Network Functions)2, that
can comprise functions such as NAT, DHCP, BNG, Firewalls,
among other components, implemented as Virtual Machine
(VM) or containerized appliances.

The virtualization of the network functions (NF) have the
potential to bring several benefits to the TSP. The consolidation

2VNF instances are the building blocks that enable the NFV concept
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of network appliances into virtualized software running on
COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) hardware is expected to
result in the reduction of capital investment as well as energy
consumption. In addition to the lowering of the CAPEX and
OPEX, NFV can reduce the time to market of new services
from months and years to weeks or days [42]. Besides having
a faster introduction, the flexibility of NFV also allows for
targeted and tailored services [43].

NFV, as standardized by the ETSI NFV Industry Specifica-
tion Group (ETSI NFV ISG) [44], promotes the decoupling
between network capacity and functionality, abstracting end-
to-end services as entities using a service chaining approach,
where services are modeled and described by composition of
elementary VNF (Virtual Network Functions), PNF (Physical
Network Functions) and endpoints, chained together by a
Forwarding Graph (FG), as shown in Figure 4. This figure
shows the virtualization layer performing an abstraction be-
tween the physical hardware (hosted in the NFVI point-of-
presence, which are datacentres) and the software/virtualized
instances. Moreover, FGs can be nested to define complex
function blocks.

Figure 4. NFV service abstraction on top of NFV Infrastructure (NFVI)
resources [45]

While VNFs are implemented in the form of software
modules (usually hosted within containers or virtual machine
instances, providing reusable function templates), PNFs are

conventional network devices with close coupled software
and hardware that perform network functions. The logical
links in a FG constitute a network overlay, which can be
implemented using Software Defined Networking (SDN) or
network virtualization technologies such as VLANs [46] or
MPLS Pseudowires [47], as depicted in Figure 4.

NFV and SDN are complementary technologies: while the
first one attempts to optimize and streamline the deployment of
network functions (firewalls, load balancers, etc.), the second
one targets the optimization of the network that supports such
services.

C. The ETSI Model

The ETSI NFV architectural reference framework is de-
picted in Figure 5, being composed by several functional
modules:

• The NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) domain, which abstracts
the computing, storage, and networking resources (pro-
vided using COTS hardware, accelerators, hypervisors,
among other components) providing support for the
VNFs.

• The Virtual Network Function domain, containing the
VNF instances (deployed on virtual machines, for in-
stance) which run on top of the NFVI, also including
Element Management Systems (EMS) to ease integration
with existing Operations Support Systems and Business
Support Systems (OSS/BSS).

• The NFV Management and Orchestration (MANO or
M&O) domain, which deals with orchestration and life-
cycle management of physical and/or software resources
that support the infrastructure virtualization and the life-
cycle management of VNFs and the services built using
them.

Also, NFVI resources may be distributed over different Points-
of-Presence (NFVI PoP), geographically spread.

The MANO domain is in charge of the virtualization-
specific tasks for the NFV framework, encompassing several
components: the NFV Orchestrator, which takes care of net-
work service lifecycle management across the operator domain
(data centers included); the VNF Manager(s) (VNFM) which
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deals with the lifecycle management for the VNF instances;
and the virtualized Infrastructure Managers (VIM), which
are responsible for NFVI resource management. A set of
metadata sources describe Service, VNFs and Infrastructure
requirements, providing the MANO with information about
the resources it has to manage. This provides the means for
different resource providers (for instance a VNF provider or
an Infrastructure provider, such as an hypervisor) to integrate
within the NFV framework, by implementing the glue APIs
and related descriptions.

In the ETSI model, SDN can play a decisive role to
implement the network virtualization mechanisms that support
the logical links of a FG service chain, but also to provide
what the ETSI describes as the ”NFVI as a Service” use case,
enabling operators to lease NFV Infrastructure resources from
third-parties, to improve service coverage.

As for the impact on OSS/BSS systems, the MANO com-
ponents for the ETSI NVFI have been designed and laid out to
interact with existing OSS/BSS systems (albeit it is recognized
that NFV will most likely have a profound effect on current
OSS/BSS architectures). However, the interfaces within the
MANO domain and between it and the OSS still need to be
standardized to reduce the integration effort in a heterogeneous
multi-vendor infrastructure. In order to enable automation
and agile management, the NFV MANO and OSS/BSS need
to agree on interfaces and associated information and data
models, as well as their business processes (such as Billing
or Security). The impact on existing OSS will depend on
its own nature – in some situations it may be as simple
as configuring an integration agent, while in others it might
imply profound configuration changes and even roll-out of
new OSS components. The ETSI NFV ISG is working to
minimize the OPEX and complexity of integration but, once
again, this is a work in progress as these aspects will need
further development, involving other standardization bodies
and organisms.

The ETSI NFV model provides a base for the development
of a consensus among operators and vendors. However, as

previously described, it is known that some issues were left
out in terms of interfaces and data models [17]. The definition
missing in some points of ETSI’s architectural framework
regarding interfaces and interoperability between vendors and
operators reflects on several projects being ”based on the
ETSI framework” (such as ZOOM [48], CloudNFV [49],
CloudBand [50], ExperiaSphere [51], HP OpenNFV [52], or
Planet Orchestrate [53]) but without being compatible between
them in terms of functions and services [54].

In the beginning of 2016 ETSI announced a new project:
ETSI Open Source Mano (OSM) [55]. The main goal is to
develop an NFV MANO software implementation to tackle
some of the issues that were left out by the ETSI’s NFV
architecture, leading to both initiatives (OSM and NFV ISG)
complementing the work of each other. The project’s proof of
concept aims at showing that a multi-vendor environment is
capable of using and extending open-source based components
while being orchestrated by an open-source orchestrator. The
OSM orchestrator manages a heterogeneous cloud (composed
by OpenStack [56] and OpenVIM [57]) and deploys, connects,
and configures the NFV infrastructure that supports VPN
and VoIP services. The use case covers a great deal of
challenges that real production network would require, such
as performance, multi-site orchestration, and multiple vendors.
Moreover, it requires configuration of both physical and virtual
components.

ETSI is still active in this domain of interface definition.
Recent releases, such as [58], specify the interfaces supported
over the VIM and VNF Manager elements of the ETSI archi-
tectural framework. The document lists and defines interfaces
produced by the VIM and consumed by the VNFM. At the
moment, there are no interfaces produced by the VNFM.

D. Stretching the Infrastructure to the Edge: Fog Computing

The fog computing paradigm aims at bringing cloud appli-
cation services near the edge of the operator network. This
allows for applications that traditionally run in the core of the
network to be dynamically placed closer to the end devices
which consume such services. As a result of having the
computation physically closer to the end devices, a significant
improvement on end-to-end latency can be obtained, which
may be critical to different types of services.

There are several application fields that can use or take
advantage of the fog paradigm, including: Augmented Reality
(AR), smart grids, traffic lights, wireless sensor networks,
smart building control, Internet of Things (IoT), and Cyber-
Physical Systems (CPS) [59] [60] [61]. In one way or another,
these are latency-sensitive applications whose experience can
be ruined or severely worsen if the end-to-end delay is greater
than tenths of milliseconds [59].

Fog computing can be of use in vRGW scenarios as a
means to improve the user experience of some services – for
instance, network functions can be instantiated at the edge of
the network, closer to the RGW devices [62]. For example,
if data is being transmitted between devices in the customer
premises LAN, and some action needs to be done to that traffic
(e.g., pass through a firewall) it will need to be redirected to



the network functions located in the operator side. Different
latency results may be obtained if this is done in a data center,
which can be quite distant, or at the edge of the TSP network,
using fog computing technologies. The latter can result in a
significant decrease in end-to-end latency.

IV. CURRENT VIRTUAL RGW DEVELOPMENTS

This chapter analyses how the emergence of SDN and NFV
enabled a new generation of vRGW proposals, more mature
and focused on issues such as functional decoupling, scala-
bility and dynamic accommodation of service and application
requirements.

A. Proposals and Initiatives

This section provides an overview of the proposals and
initiatives related to RGW virtualization. Its contents will be
organized along three different groups, namely: standards-
related initiatives, research works, and industry proposals.

1) Initiatives from Standardization Bodies: The ETSI NFV
Industry Specification Group has described several use cases
for NFV, among which the Virtualization of Home Environ-
ment scenario [17] is of particular interest, as it describes
how the RGW (and even a Set-Top Box) could be virtualized
and moved to a service platform in the network. In this
scenario, depicted in Figure 6, the vRGW is still responsible
for providing private addressing and mediating service delivery
to the home LAN.
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Figure 6. ETSI NFV Virtualization of Home Environment use case (adapted
from [17])

Apart from the ETSI, the Broadband Forum (BBF) end-
to-end architectures group has also been working on virtu-
alizing Business and Home gateways, an effort documented
on working texts WT-317, which includes the architecture for
the Network Enhanced Residential Gateway (NERG), and TR-
328 (Virtual Business Gateway) [63] [64] [65]. The NERG
architecture (Figure 7) splits the vRGW functionality across
a virtual Gateway (vG) – in charge of service and network
functions such as IP forwarding, NAT and IP addressing – and
the Bridged Residential Gateway (BRG), left at the customer
premises and responsible for the forwarding plane (which may
be an Optical Network Terminal with an integrated Ethernet
switch, possibly with SDN support). The NERG is designed
to accommodate SDN support in order to enable BRG control

from the vG or another controller – such an arrangement
requires in-band transport of SDN protocol interactions, de-
manding special attention to potential security and availability
issues.
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Figure 7. The Broadband Forum NERG concept (Network Enhanced Resi-
dential Gateway – adapted from [64])

WT-317 discusses several nodal distribution scenarios to
decouple vRGW functionality across the operator infrastruc-
ture (Figure 8), using SDN and NFV to ease deployment and
maintenance while improving its capabilities.

While some WT-317 scenarios are reminiscent of the Eu-
rescom P20553 ideas – contemplating vRGW deployment
within the access node, the BNG, or a data center/cloud – there
are also new distribution concepts, such as the hybrid boxing
model [64]. Hybrid boxing splits the vRGW into a Service-
vRG (dealing with services and SDN control) and a Network-
vRG (in charge of the forwarding plane), taking advantage of
SDN to implement policy-based subscriber traffic forwarding.
These proposals fill the void left by the ETSI vRGW use case,
as they detail SDN-compatible functional decoupling strategies
which are compatible with the introduction of NFV elements.
Moreover, the NERG is also envisioned as a platform for lever-
aging the potential of x86 virtualization advances, pushing for
a component-based model akin to an application store, to add
new functionalities to the vRGW. Such a solution had already
been proposed for conventional RGWs, in the form of TR-
157 [66] component management for execution environments
such as OSGi [67].

In the wake of the previous developments, TR-328 proposes
an even more flexible approach for the vRGW, encompass-
ing three deployment models (Figure 9): within the network
(hosted in a Multi-Service Broadband Network Gateway or an
elastic virtualization environment); at the customer premises
(with the customer providing the NFV infrastructure); or as
a set of decoupled functions spread between the customer
premises and the network.

Besides the mapping of SDN-based use cases to its own
reference network architectures described in TR-101 [31] and
TR-145 [68] (and further documented in WT-302: Architecture
and Connectivity of Cloud Services for Broadband Networks;
and SD-313: Business Requirements and Framework for SDN
in Telecommunication Broadband Networks), the BBF has

3Project previously mentioned in section II.B.
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been working on the concept of flexible service chaining,
as suggested by the SD-326 study document [69]. This is a
generic concept, in the sense it does not necessarily involve
the use of VNFs, going in line with the proposals laid out by
[70]–[74].

Another proposal for functional distribution of vRGW com-
ponents, from [75] and [76], is very similar to the BBF hybrid
box model (Figure 10), also splitting the vRGW into a Virtual
CPE Packet Forwarder (VPF) and a Virtual CPE Controller
(VC), keeping a simple bridge device at the customer premises
(although, unlike the BBF proposal, this one is devoid of SDN-
like forwarding control).

In this architecture, the VPF is an SDN-enabled packet
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Figure 10. High level architecture for a SDN-based split vRGW (adapted
from [76])

processing device, with the VC embedding the control plane
controller for the VPF and hosting the Virtual Services (VS)
available for subscribers (as well as the service subscription
rules used to provide them). Each VS contains the service
definitions and respective service logic (for instance, a firewall
or parental control service). Operators are supposed to be able
to scale VS horizontally, also allocating instances on a per-
subscriber basis.

2) Research Initiatives: Current research is also adopting
the use of SDN and NFV to tackle RGW virtualization.

In [77], the authors present an NFV and SDN-based vRGW
example (the virtualized management and networking domain
- vMANDO), with a special focus on the design of a gateway
management approach directed at end-users with low or no
technological background, enabling them to easily manage
the home environment. This can lead to reduced costs on the
operator’s side (less tech calls and on-site maintenance) and
higher user satisfaction rates.

A vRGW concept focused on M2M communications is
proposed in [78], which also includes the description of a
proof-of-concept gateway for testing based on a composition
of open source software. The use of containers to reduce the
resource usage in RGW virtualization is addressed by [79].
Authors used full and individual RGW virtualization, with re-
source savings deriving mostly from having multiple instances
sharing the underlying OS. These results can be applied to
scenarios where virtualization is integrally performed for each
customer instance – not to multi-tenancy scenarios where a
network function is shared across multiple customers.

A vRGW implementation based on SDN and NFV, using
multiple flow table strategies was also proposed by [80]. For
the customer’s connectivity, a simple SDN-enabled switch is
placed in their premises, while the functions are hosted at the
operator’s edge. As a strategy for migration between physical
RGWs and virtualized instances, [81] proposes to integrate
NFV into the RGW using modular gateways. As the gateways
are limited devices, the modules installed in the gateway are
used to redirect the traffic to virtualized functions.

3) Industry Initiatives: At the moment, several operators
are showing interest in the research and development of vRGW
solutions [82][83][84][85]. Telefónica, for example, has done
a trial in Brazil (where it operates as Vivo [86]) during



2014, with deployments consisting of a simplified gateway to
provide basic connectivity, acting as an access point, switch
and modem. The adopted approach follows the NFV-based
model, with functions moved from the customer’s home to
the operator’s infrastructure [87].

One thing that is common to most industry initiatives
is the support of the functions in an SDN-connected NFV
infrastructure. However, there are few data published regarding
industry initiatives, which indicates that these efforts are still
in a somewhat early stage regarding commercial deployments.

In a broader scope, the CORD project [88] [89] aims
at providing a reference implementation of a cloud-based
service delivery platform for TSPs, combining the use of cloud
computing, SDN and NFV. Having started as an ONOS [90]
use case, CORD became an open source project of its own,
being supported by the Open Networking Foundation (ONF),
as well as the Linux Foundation. Its main objective is to
provide an unified platform to improve the provision of
telecommunication services, using open source software and
commodity hardware components such as servers, switches
and I/O.

A set of services has been derived from the CORD initiative.
Together they form the Residential CORD (R-CORD) service
profile [91]. R-CORD variants are being planned and tested
by several NSP (Network Service Provider) (e.g., AT&T,
Comcast, NTT, DT, Telefónica), being also related with the
vOLTHA (virtual Optical Line Termination - Hardware Ab-
straction) project [92], which deals with the hardware abstrac-
tion of passive optical networks (PON). The main services
provided by R-CORD are:

• Virtual OLT (vOLT) - The main objective is to virtualize
the optical line termination (OLT) to replace the propri-
etary OLT components with a mixture of COTS hardware
and open source software [93].

• Virtual Router (vRouter) - Placed at the edge of the ISP
network, the broadband network gateway (BNG) connects
the access networks to the core network of the TSP
in traditional environments. In the CORD architecture
the vRouter is used to provide the routing functionality
between the CORD and the access network [94].

• Virtual Subscriber Gateway (vSG) - One of the main
use cases of the project is a vRGW implementation
designated as vSG (virtual Subscriber Gateway) [95].
The CORD architecture accepts different implementation
alternatives, such as having the functions to host the
customer’s bundle of network functions on a VM, on a
lightweight container or on a chain of lightweight con-
tainers. Nonetheless, the main idea is that the functions
will be located in the central office (CO) and the customer
premises is left with a simple device in its home (i.e., a
bare-metal switch) simple enough to provide connectivity
between the CO and the customer home [96].

Table I summarizes the proposals discussed in this subsec-
tion, classified accordingly with their generation (before and
after the emergence of NFV and SDN technologies), scope
(standards-related initiatives, research works, and industry
proposals) and focus (gateway, services, and architecture). This
summary will later be complemented with the proposal of

a reference taxonomy, in Section IV-D. A more detailed
technical summary will also be provided later on, in Table III.

B. Functional Placement

Possibly because the introduction of NFV within carrier
environments is still a matter under definition, most vRGW
proposals do not encompass a clear description of functional
or nodal distribution within the infrastructure, which can be
done in several ways.

A first possible approach would be, for example, to have
each function from a client being handled by one dedicated
VNF. This approach provides a simple and straightforward
implementation, but is prone to scalability problems like those
already pointed out in previous solutions where each vRGW
is individually virtualized as a singe instance [18].

One way to minimize this scalability problem is to improve
the efficiency of the software providing the functions [98]. This
can be done using software containers to run several different
functions in one VM instance, instead of having separate VMs
for each function – thus reducing the computational overhead
of having multiple OS instances. The computational overhead
can be further reduced if the functions become capable of
handling multiple tenants. As an example, in a scenario with a
function providing DHCP service, the function would provide
connectivity for devices from multiple home networks, instead
of having a dedicated DHCP function for each home network.
However, this poses new challenges that must be addressed
to assure the security of the devices in the home networks:
when functions become shared between different customers
their isolation must be guaranteed. This is necessary when
using containers to execute different functions within the same
VM, but more importantly, when using the same function to
serve multiple clients in a multi-tenant scenario.

In [97], authors presented a hybrid solution supporting
network function placement both on the operator infrastructure
and on CPEs, making it possible to host complex functions in
the operator datacenter while keeping lightweight or latency-
sensitive functions running natively on CPEs. However, the
use of local functions may affect the future-proof capabilities
of the RGW device, in comparison with scenarios where all
functions run in the operator infrastructure, depending on
which functions are intended to be hosted locally.

C. The role of MANO in the NFV-Enabled vRGW

Apart from functional placement, NFV Management and
Orchestration is also a key part of the NFV-enabled vRGW.
While the BBF proposes the concept of NERG orchestrator,
the ETSI architecture goes beyond by proposing a MANO
subsystem (Orchestrator, VNF Manager and Virtualized In-
frastructure Manager) with defined APIs, data models and
interfaces. However, there are some points still missing in this
architecture that should be addressed, such as the management
of the VNF life cycle, the service package format and the
service template metadata formats (i.e. VNF descriptors and
Network Service Descriptors).

Those points are essential to have a standardized or de
facto management and orchestration that can be used by



Table I
VRGW PROPOSAL CLASSIFICATION

Generation Proposal Scope Main Focus

1st Gen
Cruz et al. [30] Research Work Gateway

Modig [79] Research Work Architecture

Eurescom P2055 [27] Industry Proposal Gateway

2nd Gen

Proenca et al. [85] Research Work Gateway

Herbaut et al. [81] Research Work Gateway

OpenCord [95] [90] Research Work Gateway

Dillon [78] Research Work Services

Bonafiglia [97] Research Work Architecture

Nen-Fu [80] Research Work Architecture

NEC [82] Industry Proposal Gateway

Ericsson [83] Industry Proposal Gateway

Telefnica [87] Industry Proposal Gateway

BBF - VBG (TR-328) [63] Standards Initiative Gateway

BBF - NERG [65] Standards Initiative Gateway

ETSI NFV Use Case [17] Standards Initiative Gateway

different vendors, manufacturers and operators. It is important
to define the guidelines to address these loose ends in the
shortest amount of time possible. The main reason for this
is that the operators are already investing a lot of effort and
resources in the usage of NFV, and if these guidelines take
too long to be defined we may reach a point where it becomes
impossible (at least at reasonable costs) to reverse the vendor-
specific solutions adopted in the meantime [11]. Nonetheless,
ETSI is addressing this with ongoing standardization work
in the scope of its NFV-IFA workgroup [99][58][100], which
addresses interfaces between architectural components such
as the orchestrator and VIM, and the VIM and the VNFM.
Also, the ETSI is undergoing a collaboration with the Or-
ganization for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards (OASIS) to define adequate metadata formats for
service and VNF descriptors, based on the Topology and
Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA)
language [101].

One of the important aspects of the MANO role is that
a large number of instances of virtualized functions must
be deployed and configured. For that to be feasible, the
management and orchestration must be highly automated and
coordinated, in order to provide the necessary provisioning and
instantiation. On top of that, those functions will need to be
connected using the underlying network architecture in order
to create the necessary service chaining to provide the service
subscribed by the customer. The high-level orchestration of
that layer will also be a responsibility of the MANO, which

will coordinate the underlying network components (e.g.,
OpenFlow controller in a SDN enabled scenario) through its
southbound interfaces.

Despite the issues mentioned above, efforts are being made
to use NFV in the operator scope. OpenMANO [57] is one
example of a framework to manage and orchestrate NFV. This
is an open source project created by Telefónica and it is based
on ETSIs recommendations and guidelines for NFV. Figure 11
illustrates the relationship and correspondence between the
two frameworks. In addition to the MANO capabilities, Open-
MANO includes other features as well with its own VIM. The
application of these management frameworks to the vRGW use
case is addressed, for instance, by [85].

The OpenMANO framework includes three main software
components: openvim, openmano4 (orchestration component),
and openmano-gui. The latter provides a web based interface
to interact with the framework. This GUI uses an API exposed
by the openmano orchestrator to manage the NFV scenarios.
The orchestrator will then use the API exposed by the openvim
to have the necessary changes made to the infrastructure (both
in terms of computing nodes and networking). The connections
between the different software components of the architecture
are illustrated in Figure 12.

The orchestrator (with the same name as the framework)
is the main component of the architecture as it is responsible
for NFV orchestration. As illustrated in figure 12, it exposes

4For the sake of clarity, the Telefónica project will be referenced as
OpenMANO and the orchestrator component as openmano.
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an API to allow third party applications to use the orchestra-
tion capabilities. The southbound side implements the VIM
connector that can be adapted or changed to connect to other
VIMs such as Openstack [56].

This work has been used as a base for the already mentioned
ETSI OSM project (cf. Section III.C). Moreover, OpenMANO
has been fully integrated in OSM and has been deprecated as
a standalone project in the end of 2016.
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Figure 12. OpenMANO components and their API connections [57]

The openmano framework is an example aimed at a com-
plete implementation of the ETSI framework, but other ef-
forts might implement only part of it. The issues regarding
the missing pieces in ETSIs guidelines that were mentioned
previously grow in importance in these cases as the different
frameworks will need to understand each others’ interfaces.
Another example of a framework that might benefit from this
interoperability is Open Platform for NFV (OPNFV) [102],
an open source project announced by the Linux Foundation in
2014. The project was launched with the objective of providing
an integrated platform to accelerate the introduction of new

NFV products and services. Industry vendors and operators
have been supporting the project, which has a considerable
number of members at the moment. The first OPNFV release
(Arno) rolled out during June of 2015 [103]. Currently, OP-
NFV is providing consumable releases approximately every
six months.

D. Reference Taxonomy

In this subsection we finalize the discussion of vRGW
developments with the proposal of a reference taxonomy for
classifying past and ongoing initiatives. This taxonomy is or-
ganized around four key axis: Integration with the Operator’s
Infrastructure; Function Distribution; Scope; and Standards
Compliance. Figure 13 illustrates the proposed taxonomy,
along with the categorization of previous works already dis-
cussed in this paper.

Integration with the Operator’s Infrastructure addresses the
relationship of the vRGW with the operator’s ecosystem,
considering two aspects: integration with current OSS and
BSS systems; and the support for coexistence with legacy
architectures – an important aspect for allowing smoother,
incremental migration paths.

Function Distribution splits into two orthogonal sub-
characteristics: Function Placement and Function Coupling.

Function Placement relates to the physical placement of
the functions, for which we identify three main categories.
The first is function placement on Network Equipment, that
includes placing functions on the BNG or even on the bridge
device in the customer home as virtualized instances (which
has been seen in proposals such as [81], for functions with low
resource requirements). Proposals for deploying the vRGW
in the datacentres of the operator match the Operator Cloud
category. Finally, proposals that use a mixture of network
equipment and operator cloud placements are categorized as
Hybrid. NFV-based approaches fit into the two later categories,
depending on whether they are exclusively based on datacentre
deployment or on mixed solutions.

Regarding Function Coupling, the taxonomy considers three
categories: Vertical, Co-Located, and Distributed. A Vertical
approach is used when virtualizing each individual vRGW as
is (as done, for example, in initial proposals with a straightfor-
ward implementation but with severe scalability issues for real-
world deployment). Co-located coupling matches scenarios
with some shared functionality, such as DHCP or NAT, but
on a local domain. Distributed approaches apply when the
functionalities are massively distributed across geographically
dispersed locations.

The proposals can also be classified by their scope, consider-
ing three main categories: Research Works, Industry Proposals,
and initiatives directly originated from Standards Bodies.

Finally, the taxonomy considers Standards Compliance for
the main standards organizations currently pushing the vRGW
developments.

V. PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION

Performance stands among the various requirements for the
vRGW: it must be at least at the same level of traditional
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counterparts [11]. The vRGW performance is deeply tied to
underlying technologies such as NVF. ETSI has published
several recommendations and best practices for the deploy-
ment of VNFs over a compute host [104]. There have been
some research in hardware and software virtualization that
directly or indirectly has been beneficial to NFV performance.
A while back, there were constraints in network performance
in VNF environments that could limit their usability in vRGW
scenarios [43][105]. However, recent developments in terms
of hardware virtualization and software optimization have
made possible to increase the networking performance of the
virtualized functions. It is worth noting that additionally to the
increase of the VNF performance, the acceleration techniques
are also a good way to make the most of the hardware
deployed and a way to lower deployment and running costs.

Next, we look into optimizations that can benefit the per-
formance of NFV (and vRGW implementations), divided into
three categories: network; virtualization node; and integration
of hardware acceleration mechanisms.

A. Networking

One way of increasing networking performance is by opti-
mizing the libraries that the applications use to interact with
the NIC. Released by Intel, the Data Plane Development
Kit (DPDK) is a set of libraries for the development of
applications that require intensive network packet processing.
DPDK processes network packets in polling mode instead of
the default interrupt mode. This mode reduces the usage of
CPU cycles per processed packet by continuously checking the
NIC for state changes, which mitigates the CPU interruption



in packet processing. DPDK is able to provide substantial
improvements of packet processing performance compared
with traditional libraries on COTS hardware, by allowing
applications to access the NICs without the overhead of the
OS [106]. On the other hand, when using this library, there is
no interrupt when packets are available in the NIC. Traditional
libraries (e.g., Linux’s LibPCAP) limit performance, while
DPDK allows a greater use of the hardware. For example
in [107], packet processing of a virtual Deep Packet Inspection
(DPI) application on a 10Gbps NIC was capped at around
1Gbps using LibPCAP. On the other hand, it provided near
line rate when the same application was using DPDK.

Hardware virtualization techniques can also play an impor-
tant role to improve the performance of NFV by reducing
processing overheads. Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-
IOV) specified by the Peripheral Component Interconnect
Special Interest Group (PCI-SIG) [108] can divide a piece
of hardware into multiple PCI Express Requester IDs (virtual
instances of PCI functions) and allocate each one directly to a
VM. This will reduce the interactions between the hypervisor
and the VM, as the VM has direct access to the hardware
and enables near native performance. As an example, while
performing packet processing operations on a 10Gb link, [107]
managed to reduce performance degradation in a virtualized
deployment to 19%, comparing with a physical deployment,
by using SR-IOV. Despite the performance benefits that SR-
IOV can bring to NFV, care must be taken as there are
deployment scenarios where it might not be a good option. For
example, [109] describes a Docker-enabled container scenario
where packet forwarding between VNFs in an intra-host could
have up to 100% more round trip time (RTT) when using SR-
IOV, than with macvlan, bridged, or OVS-enabled interfaces.
The reason for the increased RTT is that the switching is
offloaded to a PCIe device and the effects are greater with
a larger number of chained functions and an increased packet
size.

Another recent networking optimization in packet switching
is the SnabbSwitch. This is a virtual switch for the KVM
hypervisor running in user space (it is planned to be extended
to other architectures such as ARMv8). SnabbSwitch is aimed
at high performance packet processing in NFV environments.
In tests, SnabbSwitch proved capable of processing packets at
near line rate in some scenarios [110].

Some proposals have a more specific target, and use hard-
ware acceleration to provide better performance to NFV.
For example, [111] proposes the replacement of NICs with
FPGA boards with on-board networking interfaces (such as
NetFPGA [112]). The authors propose shifting some of the
processing logic directly to the hardware responsible for han-
dling network packets. When a packet arrives at an interface,
it may be processed by the FPGA and sent directly to another
network interface inside the FPGA board, or sent to the
software appliance to be further processed. This way the
network function can be a software based, hardware based,
or a mixture of both.

B. Virtualization node

The usage of container technologies to host the different
VNFs, instead of individual guest OS instances for each virtu-
alized function [109][113][114][115], has also been addressed
by recent research efforts. Containers provide a way to reduce
the overhead associated with hosting several OS instances,
providing lightweight OS-level virtualization instead of a full,
hypervisor-based approach [116], allowing for the deployment
of a higher number of instances within the same hardware.
Modig [79] has studied the resource usage in a container-based
RGW virtualization approach using OpenVZ. Testing showed
that using containers can increase the performance and reduce
resource usage, specifically in terms of memory and storage.

Container-enabled virtualization has been compared with
VM virtualization in the literature. In [109], the networking
performance of Xen and Docker enabled functions has been
compared, with a special focus on latency and jitter. They have
also measured the CPU cycles impact of these virtualization
techniques when using a range of networking technologies
(direct, macvlan, SR-IOV, bridge and OVS). Their research
showed that the use of OS-level virtualization (i.e., using
containers) can increase performance, when compared with
hypervisor virtualization using the same hardware. This ad-
vantage in terms of latency and jitter has also been pointed
out by [114]. The authors of [113] also found Docker to have
a lower latency, when compared with KVM deployments in
chained VNF scenarios.

Another point that must be considered is the maturity of
large-scale container orchestration. Compared with large-scale
VM management, container management at scale is fairly
recent with tools such as kubernetes [117] and CoreOS [118].
Also, security and isolation must be guaranteed [119].

Improvements in some NFV scenarios might also be ob-
tained by exploring alternative server architectures. [106] notes
that the traditional server architecture may not be the best
one to fully exploit some NFV scenarios. Traditionally, server
architecture follows a model of having a small number of pow-
erful CPU cores. However, looking specifically into the vRGW
scenario, many of the involved VNFs are not CPU-bounded,
focusing instead on network I/O. As a result, these functions
may benefit from an approach with a higher number of low
power cores instead of a small number of powerful cores.
Mellanox’s [120] TILE-Mx100, an ARM-based SoC with 100
cores, is an example of such architecture. Architectures using
a large number of small cores together with mechanisms such
as DPDK may increase the efficiency of network I/O intensive
VNFs [106].

C. Integration and Standardization of Hardware Acceleration
Mechanisms

Table II summarizes the main performance-enhancing tech-
niques for NFV environments that might be relevant for vRGW
scenarios.

ETSI has also done some work related with the
use of hardware acceleration techniques to improve the
NFV performance, which resulted in a set of documents
[121][122][123][124] from the ETSI GS NFV-IFA group.



Table II
NFV PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATIONS FOR VRGW SCENARIOS

Technique Scope Type Main Impact

DPDK [106] [107] Network Network Library Reduced latency

SR-IOV [108] [107] [109] Network Hardware driver Hardware slicing

Snabswitch [110] Network Software switch HHigh-performance packet processing

NetFPGA [111] [112] Network FPGA-based NIC Handling packets at HW-level

Container-based VNFs [109]
[113] [114] [115] [116]
[117] and CoreOS [118]

[119]

Virtualization
node VNF host OS overhead reduction

Mellanox TILE-Mx100 [120] Virtualization
node High core-count architectures Increase efficiency in I/O intensive VNFs

ETSI VNF accelerator Integration and
standardization Development architecture Improve the interoperability of VNFC and

accelerators

Some preliminary work on the subject has been made with
a proposal of a common architecture and an abstraction layer.
This type of acceleration aims at helping VNFs with special
performance needs, for instance to meet certain latency or
service-level agreement (SLA) requirements.

This work is largely related with the NFVI section of
ETSI’s architectural framework for NFV, since it covers all
the hardware and software components that compose the en-
vironment supporting the deployed VNFs. Moreover, it covers
the use of acceleration in all domains covered in the NFVI:
compute, network, and storage. Also, this includes hardware
acceleration, software acceleration, and any combination of
the two.

ETSI is aiming at an architectural approach that uses an
abstraction layer (Acceleration Abstraction Layer, or AAL)
to enhance the interoperability between the Virtual Network
Function Component (VNFC) and the accelerators (see Fig-
ure 14). VNF acceleration implementations may range from
tightly-coupled software and hardware (passthrough model) to
loosely-coupled software that takes advantage of an accelera-
tion abstraction model. This model shows some advantages
over the passthrough model. With passthrough, the drivers
for the hardware are contained in the VNF. This way, a new
hardware release will require vendors to update the VNFs. In
the abstraction model the hardware drivers are a responsibility
of the NFVI that will provide the functionality for the VNF.
The VNF will have a generic driver that will not make any
assumption about the underlying NFVI.

ETSI also presents an accelerator taxonomy, based on the
use cases presented in [121]. The taxonomy classifies the
accelerators based on a number of criteria, such as the software
that makes use of the accelerator, it’s type, location, and
functionality [121]. The taxonomy is based on use cases
organized in three categories: compute, network, and storage
acceleration. Some of the example use cases for computing
acceleration are key for vRGW scenarios, such as IPSec tunnel
termination, Next Generation Firewall (NGFW) Acceleration,

VNFC Implementation 

Independent Code

Acceleration Abstraction Layer

CPU ISA ext
H/W

Accelerator

Figure 14. ETSI layered architecture for VNF accelerator [121]

Virtual Acceleration Interface for VNFs, Transcoding and
Deep Packet Inspection. Network acceleration can be used
in scenarios of Load Balancing and NAT, NFVI Virtual
Networking Offload, NFVI Secure Overlay Offload, and in
Dynamic Optimization of Packet Flow Routing.

This work has been carried further in [122] to give more
detail to the proposed concepts and architectures. Among the
developments there is the identification of common design
patterns to enable an VNFC instance to set-up and use accel-
erators in run-time. Additionally, the document also describes
how VNF vendors can take advantage of the accelerators
without being dependent on the implementation. Finally, it
defines methods and requirements that enable VNF indepen-
dence from specific accelerator implementations.

ETSI has also approached some aspects related to virtual
switch (vSwitch) performance [123]. This is a critical point of
the NFV infrastructure due to being a convergence point for
VNF traffic, whether it is from VNFs of the same compute
node or different compute nodes. This work also describes
some characteristics of the usage of vSwitches in these en-
vironments, listing some of the functions they may perform
(such as load balancing). It also describes some use cases and
deployment scenarios, as well as the specific characteristics



needed for the measurement and benchmarking of the virtual
switching environment.

Other proposals exist in the literature to enhance the per-
formance of NFV, such as fast path offloading (FPO) [125],
which is also beneficial for vRGW scenarios. FPO may be
used to improve the performance of an L7 load balancer, by
offloading the flow redirection to the fast path, and performing
only the flow configuration at the VNF level. This method is
similar to the Open vSwitch slow path/fast path architecture,
where a forwarding rule is executed at kernel level (fast path)
after being processed the first time at user level (slow path).

VI. DISCUSSION

The previous sections provided an overview of the ex-
isting proposals for virtualizing the RGW, with Table III
summarizing the main features of each one. Looking at those
proposals, it is clear that current RGW architectures are quite
different from the new proposals, designed for emerging/future
architectures and services. Next, we will discuss some of
the key aspects and open challenges related with the vRGW
concept.

A. Moving away from vertical segmentation

Most of the earliest vRGW proposals relied on some sort
of vertical segmentation of RGW instances (cf. Figure 3).
These were used as baseline for performing initial tests and
implementing proof-of-concept demonstrators. However, they
had considerable limitations in terms of applicability. They
were a good start to validate the virtualization idea, but were
not applicable to real world scenarios where thousands of
instances would need to be deployed. We can point out two
distinct vertically segmentated type of proposals: those based
on dedicated vRGW line cards, and those using virtualization.
The latter being a rather simplistic approach which took the
traditional RGW and virtualized it as a full RGW imple-
mentation. Both have limitations in terms of scalability to
the millions of instances that one single provider might have
deployed [17][18].

B. Scaling and performance

As mentioned in the previous subsection, the initial pro-
posals were focused mostly on functional aspects, with little
attention paid to scaling issues. Moreover, at the time they
were devised there were still few hardware acceleration so-
lutions for the data path. Later approaches have paid more
attention to scalability and performance, trying to combine
more efficient vRGW segmentation solutions with the re-
cent advances on virtualization and hardware acceleration,
significantly decreasing the overhead imposed by the under-
lying support infrastructure while also taking advantage of
the acceleration mechanisms provided by the hardware to
streamline and optimize the operation of VNF instances. Some
of the these optimizations (introduced in Table II) are related
with aspects such as networking, containerization of software
instances and virtual switches. Nonetheless, this is still work-
in-progress with considerable space for improvement.

Still in this scope, it should also be mentioned that there
is a remarkable lack of quantitative data publicly available.
In fact, very few projects released quantitative data, even at
partial level – presumably due to its strategic value for involved
operators and manufacturers. Without this quantitative data
it becomes considerably more difficult to assess the overall
performance and scalability of vRGW platforms, as well as
their economical impact.

C. Novel vRGW-enabled services

In addition to more flexible deployments and cost re-
ductions, the virtualization of the RGW can also drive the
introduction of new services, some of which may have not
been possible with current gateways. In the past, TSPs have
increased their service portfolio as the infrastructures grew.
When broadband access allowed for operators to provide high
speed Internet to their costumers, new services appeared to
take advantage of it, such as IPTV and VoIP. More recently,
these services have expanded to a broader range, including
smart-home applications and utilities such as the ones men-
tioned in [127], in M2M communication scenarios [78] and
in healthcare Ṅow, the flexibility of instantiating network
functions and easily interconnecting them, without waiting for
expensive and slow hardware and firmware updates, has the
potential of driving a new wave of novel services.

In addition to the RGW, more extensive virtualization of
other CPE devices can be expected, including for instance
Set-Top Boxes (STB), which that can take advantage of most
of the vRGW benefits and also consolidate storage capacity
in the data centre (for example, when a show is recorded
by a large number of customers, only one instance needs
to be saved in the operator infrastructure, instead of having
one copy in each customer premises, as with traditional
STBs). Gaming consoles are also expected to benefit from
virtualization: the most technologically limiting factor for a
good gaming experience is latency, which with current FTTH
architectures is significantly reduced when compared with
older broadband network architectures. Finally, more general
services such as VPN for both business and home markets are
more easily deployed. For instance, in a business environment
where a company has several branches, each one with a
virtualized gateway, setting up a VPN connection can be as
simple as creating a link between the virtual gateways in the
datacenter(s). Nonetheless, these are just the more obvious
Use Cases, and extensive scouting and exploitation of novel
applications is expected in the next years – especially because
the introduction of NFV (discussed next) makes it possible
to explore customization and niche markets which were not
economically attractive before.

D. The impact of NFV on Service Design and Customization

As already mentioned, the emergence of the NFV concept
was one of the most significant developments for the vRGW
concept. By providing a flexible way to deploy network
functions as individual VNFs, a service can be split into
several distinct functions that, altogether, represent a customer
gateway service. Providers have a pool of functions that can



Table III
COMPARISON OF RGW VIRTUALIZATION APPROACHES

Proposal
vRGW

Use
Case

Type VIM Coexistence OSS/BSS Multi Tenancy Status

Open-
Cord [95] [90] Yes Open-source

NFV project OpenStack –
Includes

Northbound
Interfaces

Yes Under active
development

Telefónica [87] Yes NFV-based
vRGW PoC OpenStack

Coexists with
legacy

infrastructure

Includes API to
use existent
OSS/BSS

Yes
Commercial

deployment were
planned for 2015

ETSI NFV
Use Case [17] Yes

Proposed use
case for

NFV-based
vRGW

Yes, using
ETSI’s NFV

reference
architecture

Mandates
coexistence with

virtual and
non-virtual
functions

Recommends
integration with

existing
BSS/OSS

Mentioned with
issues to be

resolved

Published in
ETSI GS NFV

001 [126]

BBF
NERG [65] Yes vRGW proposal –

Expects the
coexistence of
legacy clients

Expects
BSS/OSS to be

integrated
– Technical report

released

BBF - VBG
(TR-328) [63] No

vBG system
architecture

proposal

Specifies
Infrastructure
management

reference points

Requires
backwards

compatibility

Specifies
reference points

to existing
systems

– Technical report
released

Eurescom
P2055 [27] Yes Study on RGW

virtualization – – – – Finished project

Ericsson [83] Yes Whitepaper
Proposal – – – Yes –

NEC [82] Yes Whitepaper
proposal – – – – –

Cruz et
al. [30] Yes Architecture

Proposal OpenStack

Assumes
coexistence for

ease of
deployment

Recommends
integration with

existing
BSS/OSS

No, but opens
Multi Tenancy

possibility in the
future

Proposed
architecture

Proenca et
al. [85] Yes NFV-based

vRGW PoC
Custom

Openstack

Integrates with
legacy

components

Integrates with
current OSS/BSS – Published PoC

results

Herbaut et
al. [81] Yes NFV-based

vRGW PoC – Yes – – Published PoC
and results

Dillon [78] No M2M Gateway
PoC – – – – PoC proposal

Bonafiglia [97] Yes Architecture
options – – – – Published PoC

results

Huang [80] Yes
Multiple Flow
Table vCPE
Framework

– – – – Published PoC
results

Modig [79] Yes Container based
virtualization – – – – Published results

be used to build an end-to-end service. Graph-like Service
Function Chains provide a guideline path for traffic steering,
enabling the customer’s network flows to reach each of the
individual network functions that compose the service, such
as URL filters and firewalls. Traditionally, service design is
a task that can take a significant amount of time from since
it starts until it becomes ready for customer use. However,
using the NFV’s flexibility, the creation of tailor-made services
to smaller customer groups can be done on-demand, by
structuring the needed functions and building the respective
service chains.

The NFV concept is also partially responsible for the hori-
zontal segmentation of current vRGW proposals. By providing
a flexible way to instantiate and deploy network functions, it
made it easier to develop flexible multi-tenant functions, such
as those used in [85] – e.g., instead of having one URL filter
for each customer a broader service serves multiple customers.

From a research point-of-view, this deep connection be-
tween the NFV and vRGW concepts opens both new prospects
and new challenges. For instance, the definition of metadata
formats and interfaces for VNF and service templates must
be flexible enough to easily accommodate the introduction of
new elements or the the nesting of already defined service
abstractions within existing vRGW instances, in a seamless
way.

E. OSS/BSS integration

While earlier vRGW proof-of-concepts focused on other
functional aspects, large scale deployment of vRGWs is not
possible without the solid management capabilities currently
provided by the operator’s OSS and BSS systems (for op-
erations and business management, respectively). As these
are often mature systems that operators have long used and
extensively refined for their operations, it is important that



new vRGW architectures are capable of integrating with them
(either directly or using some sort of adapters).

When using an NFV-based approach, the VNF lifecycle op-
erations should be able to be integrated into current OSS/BSS
systems, ideally using automated management techniques to
reduce error rates, and avoiding vendor lock-in to maximize
the operator’s acceptance.

Undergoing efforts in this specific direction include for
instance the OASIS/TOSCA metadata formats [101], whose
objective is to support the automated deployment of appli-
cations as well as their management. It uses an XML-based
format to model an application architecture, its components,
and the relationships among them in a topology graph.

F. Migration paths/coexistence of legacy and vRGW

In addition to the operators’ OSS and BSS systems, the ac-
ceptance of new vRGW architectures requires the co-existence
between current (legacy) and new architectures. This arises
from the fact that the large infrastructure already deployed and
the high number of customers served by it, which sometimes
reaches millions of customers for a single service provider,
make it difficult (if not impossible) for the vRGW to be
deployed without taking care of its coexistence with existing
architectures.

RGW/vRGW coexistence encompasses several aspects, with
OSS/BSS integration being one of the most important. From
this perspective, the integration of the vRGW within the
current OSS/BSS systems could ease such integration (as
already suggested in the previous point), for which there are
current efforts in terms of function data models and interfaces
(described in the previous section). This would allow for a
gradual and smooth deployment of new vRGWs and enabling
physical devices, in parallel with the decommissioning of the
current classic RGWs. ETSI’s proposal for NFV goes in line
with this, pointing out the need for coexistence between virtual
and physical functions in the same environment [17], [126]. A
proof of concept following this mindset, with an NFV-based
vRGW integrated with an existing legacy infrastructure, is
presented in [85].

G. Security and User acceptance

Operators must assure that the security levels that exist
currently are maintained as much as possible in the vRGW sce-
narios. Current containerization technologies such as Docker
can be configured to provide a satisfactory amount of secu-
rity [128][129]. Moreover, there is a great research effort being
put into improving the security in this area. The security issues
include having proper isolation among individual customer
domains, especially in cases where multi tenant-supported
functions are involved. Moreover, the connection between
the customer premises and the datacentre should also remain
secured with proper encryption and encapsulation.

The way operators offer these services to their customers
may influence their acceptance to this new paradigm. Some
clients may be suspicious of having less equipment in their
houses, fearing a loss of control or property – even though
legacy equipment such as the RGW and the Set-Top-Box

are already partially managed directly by the operator. This
can be counteracted with offering sufficient control of their
environment in the user portals provided to customers. Current
RGW configuration management requires a level of technical
knowledge higher than the average user has. Changing the
RGW management paradigm to one more focused on the
users [130] [77] can help them be more involved in the
management and configuration of their network. Finally, some
operators may include new services in the customers service
package to make them more susceptible of accepting the new
paradigm. Moreover, if the service charge is not increased,
customers may benefit from a cost reduction in their electricity
bill, as the bridge devices that support a vRGW scenario have
lower power requirements.

H. Impact of emerging paradigms such as Fog Computing

As the supporting infrastructure becomes more homoge-
neous due to the functions being abstracted and capable of
running in non-specialized hardware, it also becomes easier
for them to be decoupled geographically. Thus, the deploy-
ment location of the functions required for the vRGW can
be optimized by instantiating them in smaller datacenters
closer to the end customer. Some services can take advantage
of this, specially for latency-sensitive applications such as
cloud-based gaming [131] (e.g. video streaming Gaming-as-
a-Service (GaaS)). Another example is the case of the virtual
Set-Top-Boxes (vSTB) [132], where part of the components
of the service may be moved to the operator datacentre in
a thin/zero-client fashion [133]. Also, Desktop-as-a-Service
(DaaS) services providing on-demand applications and desk-
tops may take advantage of having low latency from the
datacentre to the customers premises [134]. They can also
benefit from this flexibility to launch the services as close to
the customers as possible, providing a better experience [135].

I. Future Trends/Research Directions

From the previous discussion, it has become clear that the
majority of the current proposals rely on NFV and SDN as
crucial building blocks to implement the vRGW concept.

An aspect overlooked by current research is related to the
requirements, strategies and implications of providing network
functions closer to the customer premises, in order to improve
device-to-function latency. While a few authors do provide
some insights (e.g., [62]), they are rather limited. However,
it is expected that the development of 5G mobile networks
will prompt further developments in this domain, eventually
leveraging the potential of fog computing to improve latency
and quality-of-experience for service consumption.

The simplification of the RGW device, along with the
flexibility provided by the SDN-enabled data plane, is key
for several proposals, allowing operators to improve QoE
for multimedia applications, such as gaming or streaming,
by having a more controlled flow prioritization [136]. In a
similar fashion, such capabilities can be used to improve QoS,
by allocating the available bandwidth using SDN flow [137]
classification.



Another promising trend concerns the scalability and per-
formance enhancement of vRGW approaches based on SDN
and NFV, where some of the intrinsic performance and scal-
ability limitations of the Openflow protocol are expected to
be mitigated by the emerging P4 (Programming Protocol-
Independent Packet Processors) [138] programming language
– a notable development which has been subject of consid-
erable advances in the past few years. P4 is a language de-
signed for programming network device dataplanes, allowing
to express how packets are processed by a forwarding element.
Unlike Openflow, which is a protocol that provides the means
for describing flow-oriented rules, P4 is a domain-specific
programming language designed in a protocol-neutral fashion.
Support for P4 programmable data planes is gaining traction
both in the ONOS and CORD project communities.

The already mentioned lack of publicly available quanti-
tative data regarding the scalability, performance and cost-
effectiveness of vRGW frameworks also opens a fundamental
field for future research. While we believe this lack of public
data is essentially related with the strategic business value of
such data for operators and manufacturers directly involved in
proof-of-concept implementations and trials – motivating them
to hold its public release – the truth is there is a considerable
gap that still needs to be filled before wider acceptance of the
vRGW concept.

After the introduction of the virtualized gateways in produc-
tion, we can expect to witness the emergence of new services
(and improvements on existing ones). With the increased ser-
vice independence regarding physical gateway functionalities,
operators and researchers should have more freedom to exploit
new services and improving existing ones.

The introduction of virtualized residential gateways is also
expected to benefit other domains beyond the scope of the
telecom operator services, improving support for other types
of service providers and use cases, including smart metering
scenarios from utility providers or health-care services.

VII. CONCLUSION

It is clear that the virtualization of the residential gateway
can bring benefits to both customers and operators. Factors
such as the reduction in CAPEX and OPEX expenses and
reduced time to market of new services are contributing to the
acceptance of the concept within the industry.

This paper presented an overview of virtual residential
gateway approaches, proposals and enabling technologies. It
started with a presentation of the rationale behind the ideia
of virtualizing the RGW, followed by the analysis of the first
generation of vRGW proposals – including implementation at-
tempts and corresponding shortcomings and limitations. These
first vRGW attempts were not mature enough to gain traction
in the market but highlighted the potential of the paradigm.

Meanwhile, the telecommunications industry adopted a
number of enabling technologies which are key for the suc-
cessful adoption of vRGW concepts. Among these technolo-
gies, SDN and NFV stand out for their impact on addressing
the scaling, performance, deployment and life-cycle manage-
ment issues that plagued the first vRGW approaches. In fact,

these technologies are fundamental for a new set of vRGW
proposals that have appeared more recently, more closely
integrated into the operators environment and easing design,
deployment and management operations. This is a result of
the flexibility that NFV and SDN bring to network functions
and their interconnections.

In the future other paradigms, such as fog computing, are
also expected to bring significant advances to the vRGW
concept, contributing to further stretch the RGW function
placement domain to the edge of the operator network (closer
to the customer premises) and allowing to increase service
quality, especially in latency-sensitive services.

Despite this positive scenario, there are still several open
challenges associated with the vRGW concept. There are
conceptual and societal issues that may arise in the shifting the
concept. User-related issues such as data privacy and control
of vRGW functions. On the technological side, scalability
problems present in some of the initial proposals due to the
large number of instances need to be properly addressed and
planned. Also, to make the most of SDN and NFV paradigms
with interoperability between the different vendors, resource
management and function orchestration must be properly
standardized, including their interfaces.

On the whole, the vRGW is a promising concept, which is
undergoing active development from industrial, research and
standardization bodies.
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